FASTER FLOW ON THE GO.
THE ALL-NEW FR3200 SERIES PUMP

FR3210B pump shown above.
SPEED. MOBILITY. FLEXIBILITY. RELIABILITY.

When the job takes you off the beaten path, and you need a fuel-transfer pump that’s durable, reliable, lightweight, easy to use—and very fast—you need the brand-new Fill-Rite FR3200 Series Pump.

With the fastest flow rate of any DC fuel-transfer pump on the market, our FR3200 Series makes filling tanks at remote job sites quicker and more efficient. Delivering up to 25 gallons per minute, the FR3200 can fill a 500-gallon tank in just 20 minutes. And because it weighs less than 50 pounds, the FR3200 makes your operation highly mobile. The FR3200 is built strong to provide long-lasting reliability in the most demanding off-road environments. Put it all together, and you’ll enjoy less downtime, greater productivity, and a greater return on your efforts.

The FR3200 Series offers two options: the FR3204 (pump only) and the FR3210B, which includes a 1-inch ultra-high-flow automatic nozzle and an 18-foot, 1-inch hose with a static wire. Fill-Rite also offers a wide range of accessories that can make your job even easier: The FR3200 is compatible with our 900D and 901 Series Meters.

Speed, mobility, flexibility, reliability—the FR3200 brings it all to the job. And best of all, it’s a Fill-Rite, the best value in the pump industry, made right here in the USA.

STANDARD FEATURES

- 12V DC, 1/2 hp, thermally protected motor
- 30-minute duty cycle
- Heavy-duty cast-iron construction
- Self-priming, up to 12’ of lift
- Theft-deterrent lockable nozzle
- 2” NPT tank adapter
- 20’, 10-gauge battery cable included
- Diesel, gasoline, kerosene, E15, and BD up to B20

AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES

900 SERIES METER
900D Meter
Model #900D

NOZZLES
Ultra-High-Flow Automatic Nozzle
Model #N100DAU13
1” Manual Nozzle
Model #FRHMN100S

SWIVELS
Single plane
Model #S100H1313
Multi-plane
Model #S100H1315

FILTERS AND ADAPTERS
40 gpm particulate Spin-on Filter
• 10 micron Model #F4010PM0
• 30 micron Model #F4030PM0

1” Filter Head
Model #700ACCF7017

VENT CAP
Vented Tank Cap
Model #FRTC
2” Vented Cap with Base
Model #FRTCB

The flow rates of individual pump models will vary depending on downstream configurations.